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Abstract
Mixed methods research (MMR) is expanding across various disciplines, and some
researchers in the field of teaching and learning Chinese as a foreign or second language (CFL/CSL) have tried to adopt this approach. Drawing from Plano Clark and
Ivankova (2016) the socio-ecological framework of MMR, this paper synthesizes the
application of MMR in CFL/CSL studies and highlights issues informative for future
CFL/CSL researchers and MMR methodologists. Specifically, this paper discusses
first the patterns of research questions, participants, and settings, and second the
definition of MMR, the rationale for using MMR, the design of MMR, the intersection of MMR with other approaches, and the quality of meta-inferences in the
included studies. It concludes that although there are a certain number of studies
which use MMR to investigate CFL/CSL topics, however, many aspects in the application of MMR are still open to discussion. Future studies in CFL/CSL which use
MMR should be aware of the essence of mixing two strands of methods and of the
meta-inferences quality.
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混合研究方法在对外汉语研究中的应用
中文摘要
混合研究方法的应用在很多学科领域不断地扩展和深化，也包括在对
外汉语/汉语作为第二语言教学这个领域。在Plano Clark and Ivankova’s
(2016) 的混合研究方法socio-ecological研究框架的指导下，这篇论文总
结并提炼了混合研究方法在对外汉语教学的研究中的应用，并且点出
一些值得未来对外汉语/汉语作为第二语言教育的学者研究和探讨的问
题。具体来说，这篇论文讨论了这些使用了混合研究方法的研究的研
究问题、研究群体、和研究场合方面的特点，然后探讨了混合研究方
法在这些研究中的定义、采用的理由、具体研究的设计、和其他研究
方法的共融、以及通过混合研究而作出的进一步推断的质量。这篇论
文的结论是尽管现在有很多对外汉语/汉语作为第二语言研究使用了混
合研究方法，但是在混合研究方法的使用上还是值得商榷。未来在这
方面使用混合研究方法的研究应该要明白混合研究并不只是同时使用
两种研究方法，以及要注重通过混合方法研究而作出进一步推断的必
要性。

Introduction
The past decade has witnessed the increasing popularity of teaching and learning Chinese as a second or foreign language (CFL/CSL) around the world.
Take the United States as an example; there are more and more programs promoting Chinese language learning at different schooling levels. Specifically, in
the K-12 public school setting, there is a surging growth by 195% of the enrollment of CFL from the school year 2004–2005 to 2007–2008 (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, 2011). Additionally, in the higher
education, although the growth of enrollment for Chinese course slowed since
2002 to 2013 and followed a decline by 13% from 2013 to 2016, the number of
students enrolled, according to a report from the Modern Language Association, is still growing from 2006 to 2016 (Goldberg, Looney, and Lusin, 2015;
Looney and Lusin, 2018). Therefore, the prominent development of teaching
and learning Chinese is worthy of research attention.
However, there is scant literature available on investigating CFL/CSL topics
using mixed methods. The field of mixed methods research (MMR) is expanding across various disciplines (Plano Clark and Ivankova, 2016). Researchers
who conducted MMR attempt to integrate qualitative and quantitative methods
across different research stages to better address the research problem (Plano
Clark and Ivankova, 2016; Tashakkori and Creswell, 2007). Although there
are still debates and controversies about this methodology, for example, the
boundaries of MMR, the relationship of MMR to qualitative and quantitative
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research approaches, and the drawing of quality inferences (Tashakkori and
Teddlie, 2003, 2010), it in turn exhibits its robustness and potential for ongoing development. Thus, using MMR may be a new direction for studying CFL/
CSL which warrants theoretical inquiry and practical improvement. It is of academic significance to investigate what topics the CFL/CSL studies employing
MMR focus on and how MMR is methodologically adapted in the extant CFL/
CSL scholarship.
Given that both CFL/CSL and MMR have enjoyed growing popularity
respectively and the potential for integrating these two realms together, this
article systematically examines research in which MMR is adopted in addressing issues in CFL/CSL and thus provides implications for further research.
The outcomes of this study will benefit several groups. More Chinese language
education researchers may consider using MMR to conduct research. Mixed
methods methodologists can be informed about what needs to be improved
in the application of MMR in CFL/CSL studies and what aspects of MMR as
a research approach should be further refined. University faculties who teach
MMR may find it helpful when developing course plans and providing guidance for their students to conduct research. More importantly, this study provides a discussion platform which connects CFL/CSL and MMR scholars to
communicate with and learn from each other.
The conceptual framework of this study drew from the socio-ecological
framework for the field of MMR (Plano Clark and Ivankova, 2016). Specifically, the research methodological content such as definition, rationales,
designs, intersecting with other research designs, and assessment dynamically
influence the MMR process in the personal context level.
Specifically, two main research questions guided the analysis of the studies:
1. What kind of topics in CFL/CSL research are investigated using MMR?
2. What are the methodological considerations of mixed methods illustrated in the CFL/CSL research?

Method
The online search for the literature which employed MMR in investigating
CFL/CSL was conducted using the database EBSCOhost and Google Scholar.
The key search terms were combinations of Chinese as a foreign language, Chinese as a second language, and mixed methods. Searching strategies included:
(a) using synonyms such as Mandarin, learning Chinese, and quantitative and
qualitative to exhaust possible results; (b) inserting asterisks such as mixed
method* and Chinese teach* to generate all possible word endings; and (c)
reviewing the reference lists after the articles were initially located in order to
include relevant studies.
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The studies included were empirical studies in peer-reviewed journals published in English between 2000 and 2016. In addition, there was no limitation
in terms of research topic as long as it was in the field of CFL/CSL because the
focus of this paper was on reviewing the intersection of MMR and CFL/CSL.
These included studies claimed to use or can be inferred that both qualitative and quantitative methods were adopted in some way. Finally, 10 articles
were included for analysis.
Guided by the MMR socio-ecological framework (Plano Clark and Ivankova,
2016) and the research questions, topical and methodological considerations
were intensively examined. The topical considerations of these studies are conceptualized in terms of their research questions, participants, and research context. Moreover, five methodological categories were identified. These categories
included how researchers define MMR, what reasons they have provided for
adopting MMR, how the mixed methods design is applied, how MMR intersect with other research designs, and the meta-inferences quality of these studies. After all of the literature were analyzed in each category, and the findings
were synthesized and compared across studies for further discussion.

Findings
This section illustrates the emerging patterns of topical and methodological
considerations of MMR in CFL/CSL studies.
Aspects of CFL/CSL in MMR
It showed that most of the included studies were interested in the impact of
certain projects, technology, or pedagogy on Chinese language learning and
teaching in high school or university settings around the globe. Only Zhang
and Lu (2013) was about learners’ development of the Chinese numeral classifier system. Particularly, Cai and Zhu (2012), Du (2013), Sugie and Mitsugi
(2014), Xu, Padilla, and Silva (2014), and Yang, Crook, and O’Malley (2014)
investigated the implementation and effectiveness of a program/project such
as the impact of summer program or the online project on promoting the CFL
learning. Different from the study of the impact of learning project, Ruan,
Duan, and Du (2015) focused on the teaching method. They specifically discussed the implementation of tasked-based approach on the Chinese learning process. There are two studies which investigated the use of technology in
CFL/CSL. Lan and Lin (2016) examined the effects of mobile seamless technology on pragmatic competences of CSL learning. Transforming the focus
from learning to teaching, Lin, Huang, and Chen (2014) investigated the
major barriers of integrating technology in CFL teaching. This study is the
only one which recruited university-level teachers as research participants.
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Others included studies recruited high school or university level students.
Most of the participants have studied Chinese for less than three years. In
addition, there is no obvious geographical preference for CFL/CSL researchers to conduct studies. Five studies were conducted in the United States. The
other five were in Japan, Denmark, Australia, Taiwan, and the UK respectively.
In short, CFL/ CSL studies which used MMR tend to examine the impact
of certain project, technology, or pedagogy on language learning and teaching.
The research settings vary globally and the research participants are mainly
high and college students.
Methodological considerations
In order to further synthesize how the MMR was used in these studies, five
different themes were examined: (a) the definition of MMR; (b) rationales
for mixing two methods; (c) MMR design; (d) intersecting MMR with other
approaches; and (e) quality of meta-inferences.
How CFL/CSL researchers define MMR
The researchers who conducted MMR in the field of CFL used different terms
to define MMR. Six studies used terms without citation such as ‘mixed methods
approach’ (Guo and Möllering, 2016; Sugie and Mitsugi, 2014), ‘mixed-methods
design’ (Lin et al., 2014), ‘mixed method’ (Xu et al., 2014), ‘combination of quantitative and qualitative methods’ (Zhang and Lu, 2013) and ‘combination of
quantitative and qualitative approaches’ (Du, 2013). Four studies provided citation of the definition of MMR, with three of them citing sources from MMR
methodologists such as Creswell (2003), Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) and
Tashakkori and Teddlie (2003). Interestingly, Yang et al. (2014) cited scholars
who are not MMR methodologists when they used the term ‘a multi-method
approach’ (p. 274).
There are chiefly four perspectives when researchers attempt to define
MMR, according to Plano Clark and Ivankova (2016). They may view MMR
from the perspectives of mixing of methods, methodology, philosophies, or/
and communities of practice. Even though researchers did not explicitly define
MMR in their studies, it could be inferred from the texts and contexts. The
results show that all but one study define MMR from the perspective of mixing
qualitative and quantitative methods. For example, Xu et al. (2014) stated that
their study used ‘both quantitative and qualitative measures to gather information’ (p. 58). Lin et al. (2014) also defined MMR from the perspective of
mixing methods by explaining the data types and data analysis methods of
their study. Only Cai and Zhu (2012) defined the MMR from the perspective
of methodology. They laid emphasis on not only the combination of methods
of data collection and data analysis but also their mixing at the interpretation
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stage. In their study, Cai and Zhu (2012) collected and analyzed both qualitative and quantitative data to address two research questions respectively.
Additionally, their ‘integration of data occurred mostly during the interpretation phase’ (p. 312). They defined MMR from a perspective of emphasizing
mixing at the methodology level.
Therefore, although there is no consensus among Chinese language education researchers in the usage of terminology to define MMR, most of the
researchers were dominantly inclined to consider MMR as the mixing of
quantitative and qualitative methods, particularly the mixing of data types or
the mixing of data analysis methods.
Why the CFL/CSL researchers adopted MMR
Plano Clark and Ivankova (2016) summarized five major rationales which
researchers used to justify why they chose to adopt mixed methods in their
studies, namely offsetting, triangulation, complementarity, development, and
social justice. They describe offsetting as the utilization of mixed methods in
order to offset each other’s weaknesses. Triangulation means that researchers
adopted MMR in order to increase the validity of the conclusion by comparing the results from both methodological strands. Alternatively, researchers
used MMR because they want to know different facets of the research topic,
which is conceptualized as complementarity. Besides, the rationale of development refers to using the results from qualitative strand to develop the use of
quantitative strand or vice versa. MMR is also believed to be a helpful way to
involve marginalized and silenced participants as research partners so that the
research results can be relevant to multiple stakeholders.
Prominently nine studies adopted complementarity as the argument,
explicitly or implicitly, for using mixed methods in order to obtain meaningful and complete conclusions. For instance, Yang et al. (2014) used mixed
methods because they intended to ‘capture both the processes and outcomes
of learning, and also individual experienced effects of participation’ (p. 274).
Another example is Lan and Lin (2016) in which they explicitly stated the
reason of using mixed methods is that ‘CSL learners’ pragmatic competences
cannot be confirmed solely by the traditional test items without observing
how the CSL learners use the target language in social interaction’ (p. 337).
Likewise, Du (2013) argued that ‘only a combination of quantitative and qualitative data can reveal a complete picture’ (p. 133).
Ruan et al. (2015) and Sugie and Mitsugi (2014) regarded triangulation
as the rationale for their use of mixed methods and one of them also considered offsetting and complementarity as rationales in their study. Specifically,
Sugie and Mitsugi (2014) admitted that the sample size was too small to generate significant results and thus they integrated qualitative data to provide
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more details about the participants’ feelings and experiences. Under such circumstance, Sugie and Mitsugi (2014) considered, MMR ‘is the better way to
analyze learning outcomes’ (p. 9). Moreover, Sugie and Mitsugi (2014) viewed
triangulation as another rationale for using mixed methods by explicitly stating that the aim is to contrast the quantitative results with the qualitative
results. They also indicated that by using qualitative and quantitative methods, the weakness will be offset by the strong point of the other method.
In short, complementarity is the common argument for using mixed methods in studying CFL/CSL. This finding suggests that CFL/CSL researchers
chose MMR mostly because they wanted to yield more meaningful and complete conclusions.
How MMR was designed to investigate CFL/CSL topics
In terms of analyzing how the researchers design their study and mix qualitative and quantitative methods, Plano Clark and Ivankova (2016) suggested that
the timing, mixing, and priority of these two strands should be considered.
First, analysis of the 10 selected studies shows that the timing of all the
CFL/CSL studies included were concurrent Quan + Qual design, through
which researchers conducted the qualitative and quantitative strands concurrently and these two strands are not dependent to each other. It appeared that
Lin et al. (2014) implemented quantitative and qualitative strands in sequence
by indicating that they recruited five participants to conduct follow-up interviews. However, this research seemed to be missing a detailed and explicit
description of the connection from quantitative strand to qualitative phase,
and hence its timing is more accurately to be categorized as concurrent than
sequential.
Mixing refers to the process of ‘explicit interrelating of the quantitative and
qualitative methods’ (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2011). All of the studies presented quantitative and qualitative results in their Results or Discussion section after the completion of data collection and analysis respectively. However,
not all of them could fully integrate the two strands. Some CFL/CSL studies such as Yang et al. (2014) have the awareness of merging, yet not all the
research questions were answered by the combination of the two strands. Only
one of the research questions was addressed by mixing qualitative and quantitative data in Yang et al. (2014). Therefore, whether the researchers meaningfully mix the two methods or results and to generate inference and conclusion
which grounded in both sets of results has become the key distinction between
‘truly mixed designs’ and ‘quasi-mixed designs’ (Teddlie and Tashakkori,
2009). Based on this requirement, Plano Clark and Ivankova (2016) argued
that the mixing process is to jointly interpret the results from the two strands
by comparing, synthesizing, and corroborating. A fitting example would be
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Lan and Lin (2016). Specifically, the researchers collected and analyzed both
quantitative data and qualitative data respectively. In the Discussion section,
the results from two strands were compared and synthesized, and therefore
their argument was more completely grounded.
Moreover, priority refers to the relative emphasis the researchers have placed
on each strand in answering the research questions (Creswell and Plano Clark,
2011). The qualitative and quantitative strands were equally prioritized in eight
studies and the other two studies had a quantitative priority. Specifically, Lin
et al. (2014) placed more weights on quantitative strand because the research
findings were heavily dominated by statistical analysis of the survey, with the
interview data serving as ‘supplement interpretation’ (p. 104) in only part of the
findings. In another study (Du, 2013), it appeared that the two strands were in
same priority due to the inclusion of both quantitative and qualitative data in
relatively similar amount. However, the research questions were all quantitative oriented and only quantitative results were reported. Moreover, the qualitative results were integrated in the Discussion section only to complement the
patterns of quantitative analyses. Therefore, this study should be considered as
quantitative priority.
In summary, the CFL/CSL studies prefer concurrent research design, with
equal priority placed on two methods. However, researchers still have different understanding on the process of mixing.
Intersecting MMR with other approaches
The intersecting of MMR with other research design, methodological
approach, or theoretical framework is considered as ‘advanced application’
(Plano Clark and Ivankova, 2016: 125) of mixed methods designs. This current review found that all studies, though they have not explicitly declared, can
roughly be identified as mixed methods experiment in which the researchers
embedded qualitative methods or mixing qualitative and quantitative methods within the (quasi-) experimental design (Plano Clark and Ivankova, 2016).
In this way, studies could gain insights from both the outcomes of the project/
program/pedagogy and the participants’ perspectives in the process (Plano
Clark and Ivankova, 2016: 131). For example, Lin et al. (2014) explored teachers’ perceptions toward the implementation of information and communication technology in CFL teaching. Statistical analyses were dominantly used to
answer the research questions. Moreover, Lin et al. (2014) embedded qualitative method by recruiting five participants for follow-up interviews in order
to investigate the effects of variables and describe whether there are possible
patterns in the relationships among variables. Researchers also mixed qualitative and quantitative methods within the (quasi-) experimental design, treating these two strands as relatively equal roles. For instance, Lan and Lin (2016)
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not only collected pre- and post-test scores but also observed how CSL learners use Chinese in social interaction in order to examine whether the learners’
pragmatic competence was enhanced or not.
Moreover, although Yang et al. (2014) explicitly conceptualized their study
as a case study, it should be identified as a mixed methods experiment because
its primary aim is to investigate the effect of using a social networking site
on Mandarin learning. Similarly, Ruan et al. (2015) and Du (2013) claimed
that their article which used mixed methods was part of a longitudinal study.
Yet according to Plano Clark and Ivankova (2016), these two studies can also
be categorized as a mixed method experiment because they examined the
impact of pedagogy and summer program respectively on Chinese learning.
Additionally, it was hard to categorize Zhang and Lu (2013) because it is a
corpus linguistics study which analyzed students’ written texts qualitatively
and quantitatively.
In short, the intersecting of MMR research with other approaches has provided CFL/CSL scholars with methodological possibilities and innovations.
What is more, CFL/CSL scholars could combine their way of thinking based
on a well-established methodology such as experiment and case study with
the mixed methods way of thinking.
How is the quality of meta-inferences?
The quality of meta-inference in each study was analyzed with reference to the
legitimation model (Onwuegbuzie and Johnson, 2006) because it is thought
to be appropriate for educational context (Plano Clark and Ivankova, 2016).
This model focuses on assessing the ways in which the researchers use to
develop meta-inferences from the integration of the quantitative and qualitative strands. One of the ways is to evaluate the sampling procedure. Onwuegbuzie and Johnson (2006) argued that participants in both strands should be
the same and the quantitative sampling should be random and in large size
in order to make generalizable inferences. Another standard for assessing the
quality of meta-inferences is the rule of weakness minimization. Onwuegbuzie
and Johnson (2006) maintained that researchers should be aware of using the
strengths of one strand to offset the weakness of the other strand in combining and interpreting results.
Regarding sampling procedure, all but one study involved the same group
of participants in both strands. Only Lin et al. (2014) recruited 47 CFL teachers from five states to participate in the quantitative phase, with five of them
participating in the in-depth interviews. Such relatively small subsets of participants from the quantitative strand may pose a threat to the meta-inferences
because they are developed from different amounts of participants (Onwuegbuzie and Johnson, 2006). In addition, the sample size of Yang et al. (2014) and
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Sugie and Mitsugi (2014), with seven secondary school students and nine high
school students respectively, seemed smaller than the usual amount expectation of quantitative study. Moreover, participants in all the studies were not
recruited in a random manner. Most of the students were in a certain Chinese program and the researchers used convenience sampling (Creswell,
2015). Therefore, if the sample size was too small and the participants were
not recruited randomly, the generalizability of the meta-inferences would be
negatively affected.
As far as the minimization of weakness is concerned, many researchers were
aware of building on strengths and minimizing weaknesses of each strand.
For instance, Xu et al. (2014) sets up a good example by corroborating and
complementing the two strands after the results were reported respectively.
Although Sugie and Mitsugi (2014) claimed that they need to add the qualitative strand to compensate for the small sample size of quantitative strand, they
presented results from each strand respectively instead of interpreting them
together to further tell their readers how these two strands minimize weaknesses for each other. Other studies differed in terms of the degree of minimization (Cai and Zhu, 2012; Lin et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014). Only part of
the research questions was addressed by combining results of two strands. For
example, Lin et al. (2014) provided interview data to supplement the statistical analysis in answering only one of the two research questions, which minimized the weakness of the quantitative strand of lacking detail about the
contexts. Yet the other research question was answered fully by the quantitative data. Furthermore, although Ruan et al. (2015) integrated evidence from
both strands in addressing the first and third research questions, they did
not provide sufficient contextual information from the qualitative results in
answering the first research question. Moreover, no integration of two strands
was indicated in addressing the third research question. Therefore, the legitimation of the weakness minimization may not be fully realized in Ruan et al.
(2015).

Discussion
This paper examined how MMR was used in the studies of CFL/CSL and the
quality of the meta-inferences generated from the integration of the quantitative and qualitative methods. The inclusion of MMR studies may be limited.
There are many CFL/CSL studies that adopted MMR but did not specifically
indicate that in their article. Therefore, the key word search may not be able to
locate them. The small number of yielded studies also indicates that the use of
MMR in CFL/CSL is still growing and expanding.
In terms of topical consideration, findings suggested that MMR was mainly
used in research to investigate the influence of a certain practice such as
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language program, pedagogy, and technology on learning or teaching Chinese as a foreign or second language in high school or college level. The participants were mostly beginner and intermediate level learners of Chinese.
Granted that the Chinese language programs have been increasingly reaching
wider learner groups both in Chinese speaking areas and in other countries
where Chinese is not the official language, studies which recruited participants
other than high school or university students, such as elementary school students or working adult learners should be included in the future research. Furthermore, there is also very little information available on advanced CFL/CSL
learners. One of the possible reasons is that as each level gets higher, enrollments drop and fewer advanced CFL/CSL learners could be recruited. Thus, it
is desirable to see more future CFL/CSL research on advanced learners adopts
MMR.
Many aspects in the application of MMR are still open to discussion. First,
some studies have not cited the source of the term MMR, which indicates
these researchers probably do not see MMR as a well-defined research method
like a case study or research synthesis. It is likely that researchers only cite
key works of MMR when there is special consideration on research design
which needs to be underscored. Moreover, there seems to be no agreement in
the terminology to name MMR in the CFL studies, which is also what Plano
Clark and Ivankova (2016) have found. They suggested that the literature have
constantly discussed the name for mixed methods with different emphases
rather than arguing for which one is the best suitable name in the field. Plano
Clark and Ivankova (2016) also found that mixed methods research has already
been well accepted in numerous scholarly publications such as the editorial
for the Journal of Mixed Methods Research (Tashakkori and Creswell, 2007),
several handbooks (e.g., Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2003), and many textbooks
about mixed methods such as Plano Clark and Ivankova (2016). Therefore,
while different names of MMR in CFL research indicates its potential to grow
and improve, agreement on terminology may facilitate the literature searching process because results may not be exhausted if there are a wide array of
names of MMR, and finally helps to the development of research which use
MMR in CFL.
In addition, although most of the CFL/CSL literature defined MMR from
the perspective of data collection and/or data analysis, it still can be easily
noted that some scholars conceptualized MMR differently. Particularly, one
controversy in the field is that whether data transformation can be counted as
mixed methods (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2007; Morse and Niehaus, 2009).
Data transformation means analyzing qualitative data in a quantitative way
and vice versa. For instance, Guo and Möllering (2016) used the term mixed
methods approach to indicate the mixing of data analysis methods; however,
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they just transformed the qualitative data into quantitative data by using statistical methods. Thus, the data source has not been changed yet it appeared as
both qualitative and quantitative features. Cai and Zhu (2012) analyzed their
data similarly. The researchers coded the qualitative data and then calculated
the frequency of different themes mentioned by people. This kind of quantitative data transformed from qualitative data is different from those quantitative data collected by quantitative methods such as survey. Such difference
in conceptualization of MMR will continue to shape the field and thus future
research by MMR methodologists is needed in terms of discussing whether
the practice of data transformation can be counted as mixed methods.
Furthermore, concurrent Quan + Qual design with equal priority was used
in most of the studies. Such design combined quantitative and qualitative
results in their Results or Discussion section after the completion of data collection and analysis respectively. However, their degree of integration varied.
It raises the issue that what extent the mixing of the two strands should be in
order to be counted as a mixed methods study. To put this issue in another
way, what is meant by mixing? Can merely reporting results from both strands
be counted as mixing? I agree with Plano Clark and Ivankova (2016) that the
integration in concurrent design should involve comparison, synthesis, and/
or corroboration between the two strands in order to develop more complete
conclusions. Thus, future concurrent MMR design in CFL/CSL should not
only collect and analyze both qualitative and quantitative data but also need
to compare and synthesize the findings from the two strands. In this way, the
meta-inferences are developed from both sets of results and this can be qualified as ‘truly mixed designs’ (Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009).
Besides, this paper indicated that some methodological decisions are closely
related to the quality of the meta-inferences, including the consistency, sampling method, the number of participants, and the fulfillment of the awareness
of weakness minimization. This reminds CFL/CSL researchers that quality of
meta-inferences should be taken into consideration in their future research
practice in order to fully address the potential validity threats.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study reviewed and analyzed the adoption of MMR in CFL/
CSL studies particularly from the topical and methodological angles. It was
found that although there are diverse applications of MMR in studies of CFL/
CSL, such variety demonstrates its ongoing development in this intersecting field of CFL/CSL and MMR where different perspectives are coexisting
and debating. It not only makes this integration more complex yet robust and
inclusive but also provide CFL/CSL research with a new toolkit to promote its
growth. Researchers who are interested in CFL/CSL may find the results of
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this study informative in helping them not only gain insights into the possibility of utilizing MMR to investigate topics of CFL/CSL but also develop their
research agendas which are coherent and consistent in terms of the definition,
rationale, design, intersection with other approaches, and meta-inferences of
MMR. Furthermore, MMR methodologists may be more aware of how MMR
can be applied to different fields of study.
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